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Drivers	  Side	  	  

Last year the lower control arm (LCA) was made of steel, not forged aluminum as it is now. And this

year's rear LCA bushing (yellow) has been enlarged, which allows a stiffer setting to achieve the

same or better harshness performance.

The front-acting steering (red) represents no change from the outgoing third generation, but

front-steer wasn't always the case because first- and second-generation GS sedans had rear-acting

steering, presumably because of packaging issues associated with the straight-6 power plant they

carried.

Whatever led to the change, today's front-steer allows a straighter steering shaft with less tortured

U-joint angles, and those forward-mounted tie rods tend to deliver lateral compliance understeer

instead of oversteer. Both attributes are desirable because they add up to more precision and

control.

Even though the front-steer layout isn't new this year, and the bolt-on ball joint/steering arm (green)

idea has been on the GS since the beginning, our new 2013 Lexus GS 350 does have some new

tricks up its sleeve.
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Last year the lower control arm (LCA) was made of steel, not forged aluminum as it is now. And this

year's rear LCA bushing (yellow) has been enlarged, which allows a stiffer setting to achieve the

same or better harshness performance.

The front-acting steering (red) represents no change from the outgoing third generation, but

front-steer wasn't always the case because first- and second-generation GS sedans had rear-acting

steering, presumably because of packaging issues associated with the straight-6 power plant they

carried.

Whatever led to the change, today's front-steer allows a straighter steering shaft with less tortured

U-joint angles, and those forward-mounted tie rods tend to deliver lateral compliance understeer

instead of oversteer. Both attributes are desirable because they add up to more precision and

control.

Even though the front-steer layout isn't new this year, and the bolt-on ball joint/steering arm (green)

idea has been on the GS since the beginning, our new 2013 Lexus GS 350 does have some new

tricks up its sleeve.
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